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KENYON COLLEGE, GAMBIER, OHIO, OCTOBER 26, 1944

MALICIOUS MISREPRESENTATIONS!
What could be more unpleasant than to review once more
the odious events of the last two weeks? Our "family quarrel"
has been a most distasteful experience, one that we would all
like to forget but cannot. For the student body has been maliciously misrepresented by statements of a few, appropriately
On Thursday, October 19th,
"Kenyon Rabble Rousers." Not content with creating
termed
the Collegian polled the studdissension on the Hill alone, these would-b- e crusaders at last
ent body on the question of resorted to distributing a scurrilous letter which contained
Chapel attendacompuslory
vicious falsehoods involving Administration, Faculty and Stunce. The questions were put dent body. We welcome the opportunity to repudiate this
group.
in the following manner:
The letter implied that it represented "crystalized" student
I If chapel were voluntary, I
opinion and contained numerous references suggesting organwould attend:
ized student support. Actually such backing was neither so4) 1. Never.
licited nor received, the letter being formulated and issued in
Despite the promises of Alumni Presi(14) 2. Less often than is the strictest secrecy.
to arbitrate fairly through the AlumH.
Jr.
Palmer,
dent
Fred
now required.
any
of the student body, this group went
Council
grievances
ni
3. More often than
( 5)
lies and distorted facts in an unsigned
out
sent
its
ahead
and
now.
letter to several hundred alumni.
(32) 4. Practically
the
Think of the reaction of outsiders when told that these
same.
statements represent Kenyon College Think of the injury to
our honor! Think of the potential enrollees and Alumni con55 Students voted.
tributors of time and money who may easily have been swayed
by this nonsense
n Compulsory chapel is:
It is unfortunate that such an outrage has been committed
(14) 1. Unpleasant and of against our College by a few of her own number.
no real value.
We, the editors of the "Collegian", with the authoriza(18) 2. Unpleasant,
but tion of the
Student Council, represent Student Opinion on
probably beneficial
LLl. issue.
We REPUDIATE in full all claims, direct and
(16) 3. Beneficial
sometimes pleas- indirect, of this minute fraction of Kenyon Students that
ant.
it in any way represents popular opinion on the Hill. It
( 5) 4. Beneficial
and is with keen satisfaction that we report that the instigapleasing.
tors have been duly tried and justly punished by the
53
Students voted
Senior Court.
An overwhelming portion of
the student body, 32 in all, deMrs. Lester's Son Decorated
Key Fraternity
clared that it would attend
Men to Meet
Lt. Harry N. Lester, broservices practically the same
number of times even if comFriday, October 27th, will ther, of C. J. Lester, '31, Mt.
pulsory chapel were eliminasee a meeting which will be Vernon attorney, has been
ted. A discontinuance of of the utmost importance to decorated with the Air Medal
compulsory attendance would
Kenyon and its fraternities.
in recognition of courageous
guarantee the absence of four
Last spring a plan was proservice in the Southwest PaKenyon men from Chapel servposed to call together some
cific Area. Attacked by twenty
ices.
key alumni of all the fraterJap Zeros, Lt. Lester brought
nities on the Hill for a discusMost of the students polled,
his blazing plane to a safe
of the part the organizaabout
60, believed that com- sion
tions will play after the war.
landing with no loss of life.
pulsory chapel was unpleasaThere will be 46 members at His mother, Mrs. Anne J. Lesnt. However, among this
the conference whose purpose ter, matron at the Kenyon ingroup there were discrepancis to fit fraternity plans in
ies as to an agreement confirmary, today received officwith the college plans.
cerning the value gained from
ial notification of his decoraDuerr's article on the Postthe arrangement now in effect
tion,
after having heard nothfraternities
war plans for
Kenyon.
installin
being
featured
ing from her son since August.
is
Those considering compulsCollegian. It has
in
ments
the
Lt. Lester, who enlisted in
ory chapel to be beneficial
already been distributed as a
outnumbered those opposing
the army in 1939, proudly carbasis for discussion.
the system by a mere four
ries on the military tradition
The fraternities in "general
ballots.
have been criticized for not of his Revolutioary ancestry.
Interesting comments apcontributing something more
peared on the voting forms.
to their members other
solid
Ofle indignant
student claimed than mere social experience.
President At Wooster
the first
question to be "too Fraternity almuni echo this
rhetorical for an accurate
On October 17, President
thought. They would have
vote." Another student label- K. Chalmers attended
Gordon
fraternities become character
compulsory chapel as "hythe inauguration of President
developing agencies.
pocrisy," while still another,
at
system
fraternity
The
Howard Lowry at Wooster
a Roman
attends Kenyon in effect at this time
Catholic,
College on Saturday, Oct. 21.
"mass" "often" but dislikes
prbvides a good foundation Dr. Chalmers represented the
compulsory chapel, finding it
for reaching this goal. The
to be
"of no real value."
opportunities for accomplish- Ohio College Association and
spoke at the inauguration
The facts speak for
ing a great deal in this meetLuncheon.
ing are multitudinous..

Reveals
Interesting Results

Chapel Poll

(

!

!

and

"Examinations
Examined"
(Title taken from a previous
Collegian Editorial by David
P.

Harris).

SENIOR COURT
DECISION ANNOUNCED
SNOWBERGER AND ELLIOT

An interesting, joint, open
meeting of the faculty conference committee and the
Student Council was held
Thursday, October 19th. The
pros and cons of final examinations were discussed. Burt
Stoddard, of the Student
Council, but not necessarily
representing its views, presented the arguments against
finals which he had prepared
in collaboration with others
of the student body. He first
read the Collegian editorial of
August 25th which first
brought the subject up, then
he proceeded to state his case.
Members of the faculty defended the idea of final examinations but not so much presenting their own views as attempting to inform those students present and provoke

FOUND

GUILTY

This week the Senior Court
of Kenyon College met to try
the students who were alledg-e- d
to be the authors of an
anonymous letter which was
circulated among the Alumni
of Kenyon College.
The Senior Court, consisting of representatives from
each fraternity and the Independents, handed down the
following decisions :

"It was moved, seconded,

and unanimously passed that
Mr. Snowberger, Mr. Elliot
and Mr. Hardy are to be tried
for bringing discredit on the
College by sending out an anonymous and scurrilous letter on their own initiative
without sanction of any authorized group of the College.
It was moved, seconded, and
Mr. Snowberger
passed
comments
and discussion, be foundthat
guilty of the charge
which readily ensued. The
in the first degree; and, that
meeting, conducted by Chairhe be suspended from college
man Chet Cable, came to no for four terms; and, that at
set resolution or decision as the end of that period he be
that was not its aim, but it reinvestigated if he so desires
and be readmitted if the Facdid a valuable service in setulty
Board of Review of the
ting forth the advantages and
Court is convinced of
Senior
disadvantages of final
his gentlemanly and ethical
conduct during his period of
suspension; and, that it be
NEWLY INITIATED
recommended to Mr. SnowCongratulations to James berger that he try to find a
college which would be more
D. Hansen, Allen Allured,
and Charles Koehler who were in keeping with his ideas of
initiated into Sigma Pi fra- what a college should be.
ternity. Also best regards to
It was moved, seconded, and
Robert Grabowsky, William passed that Mr. Elliot be
Rathman, William Bulger, found guilty of the charge in
William Cole, Stewart Perry the first degree; and, that he
and John Shortridge, who be- be suspended from college for
came members of Psi Upsilon four terms; and, that at the
Friday, October 13. Robert end of that period he be reinStewart, William McOwen, vestigated if he so desires,
and Richard Taggart, were and be readmitted if the Facinitiated into Delta Tau Delta ulty Board of Review of the
Senior Court is convinced of
fraternity on October 22.
his ethical conduct during his
period of suspension.
TWO MEETINGS
moved, seconded, and
THIS WEEK

It was

passed that Mr. Hardy be
not guilty of the charge.
found
Kenyon
28
On October
the
moved, seconded, and
meet.
will
was
Board of Trustees
It
Committee
passed that this
of
unanimously
The Executive
will
come
council
that, while Mr.
believes
Alumni
Court
the
together on the same day. Hardy is not guilty1' of the
crime charged, he is guilty of
This fall meeting will be attended by the nine members imprudence and negligence in
but any connection with this crime,
of the committee,
and we reprimand him severemember of the council is inly for his part in it."
vited to come.
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Fraternities and the
Post-Wa- r

Post-Wa- r

World

Planning for Fraternities
By Alvan E. Duerr

Salvaging the Returning Service Men
The problem of what can and must be done to help the
men who return to college from the war was discussed at some
length in the last issue. But it must have a place in any postwar program, that we adopt. What we do to help the college
to solve this problem will go far toward establishing the position of the fraternities in the years ahead. It is too good an
opportunity to neglect.

After the War, What?
Whichever alternative determines the extent and the character of fraternity life during the next years, when the war
is over we shall be faced with a new problem. Men will be returning to college from armed forces. They will have gone
through a brutalizing experience, the reaction against discipline and hardship will have set in; they will have new attitudes and standards, and fewer inhibitions. They may easily
be a disillusioning, if not a demoralizing, influence upon young
boys who have had no personal contact with the savagery of
war.

ONE MAN'S MEAT

during the collegiate year by the students of Kenyon
(Member of the Ohio College Press Association.)

bi-mont-

By BILL VOGELY

As the camaign swings into high gear for a lost two
week's push, a split has developed in the Republican Party.
Senator Ball, Republican of Minnesota, has declared himself
to be for Mr. Roosevelt. The basis of his decision is foreign
policy.
Thus, Mr. Dewey attempts to not make an issue of foreign policy has failed. He could not hide the basic issue of
this campaign with side issues. His new campaign has not
worked. Mr. Roosevelt in his speech before the Foreign
Policy Association put his plans squarely before the American people. Mr. Dewey will have answered him by the time
this article goes to press. Possibly we are finally going to

is the Republican Party really willget at the real issues
ing to go far enough in intervention to prevent war? If Mr.
Dewey doesn't answer soon, he may lose not only Senator
Ball's vote but a large regement of the independnt vote.
The issue Mr. Dewey has been raising can be summarized
in two statements. It is time to change and Mr. Roosevelt
is dominated by "cannonists." The first could possibly be
valid if Mr. Dewey ocered us anything to change to. The
second is a downright lie! It is the old political trick of
"scare words" attached to a candidate. You will notice Mr.
Dewey does not renounce the support of labor when it is
offered (which is not often, to be sure.)
We all owe a vote of thanks to the courageous Senator Ball. By his rejection of Mr. Dewey, he may force the
real issue into the foreground. When this issue is clearly
stated the American people can see the choice offered them
and vote accordingly. But, if Mr. Dewey still does not clear
up his stand, let us hope the American people will not be
fooled by the stupid issues he has thus far raised.

The Abolition of Grades
meetOne of the outcomes of the recent Student-Faculting in Ascension Hal, was the raising of the issue of grades.
Should grades, as we have them at Kenyon and most other institutions, be aboished? And if so, what should be substituty

ed?

We are informed that the
next occasion for a recital of
the Kenyon Singers will be
immediately b e fo r e the
Christmas vacation. Some
special carols will be

I

j

KENYON MAN
BECOMES TRUSTEE

i

I

AT CONNECTICUT
A. C. Ernst, of Cleveland,
Ohio, was elected to the Board
of Trustees at Connecticut
College, October 19.
Mr. Ernst is a trustee of
Kenyon College, a member of
the Finance committee of
Case School in Cleveland, and
also a trustee of Wooster
College.
He received a degree of
Doctor of Laws in 1940 from
Kenyon College.

Athletic Awards
Coach W. F. Lange has announced that the following
men have been recommended
for the Varsity K in Football
for 1944:
Allen, Bosworth, Branch,
Dandelles (Mgr. K), Derrick-son- ,
Dunlap, Ferell, Gulick,
Harbison, Hartman, Howe,
J'Athony, Koehler, Lockwood,
Marshall,
Palmer, Pratt,
Rathman, Roberts, Stewart,
Wroth, and Young.
Taggart was awarded numerals for his work as Asst.
Manager.

Most students will readily acknowledge that grades are
The devitalization of the fraternities dates back to the
now overemphasized.
It is very well for educators to protest
last war. To be sure, prohibition added much to the general
matters
is not the grade but the amount
ultimately
what
that
impairment of standards. But men returning from the service
have been tender spots in the social and political order ever of good acquired from the course, but unfortunately the stusince the armies of Julius Caesar discovered that the world dent is in no position to accept this stand. For he knows that
owed them a living. The present attitude toward Government
if he fails to get 2 in such and such a subject he may lose his
in this country would hardly justify the belief that its returnscholarship, that if he can raise his 1.5 average in another
ing soldiers will be absorbed into the social fabric of the state course he can qualify for Phi Beta Kappa,
that if his 2 in anwith less disturbance than in the past.
other falls to 2.5 he will be removed from the Dean's honor
What shall the fraternities do with these men ? To bring roll, etc.
them into chapter of immature boys, unless a more careful
Grades, obviously, present a constant and very real presselection is exercised than we have ever shown ourselves capsure on the student. It is worry about just such trifles that
able of, will be assuming enormous risk. To refuse former brings many a student to resort to
cribbing. They are the cause
initiates the right to return to their chapters will contradict of much needless post-tergrieving. If it were humanly posevery principle of fraternalism and will be rejecting an opporsible for the professor to be mathematically precise in his
tunity to participate in one of our country's most serious post- grading, advocates of the present
grading system might be
war tasks
the rehabilitation of its armed forces.
able to build up a strong case. But this is not so. How can
The simplest way out is not to bring these men back into
the professor, with brain befogged by dozens of themes, be
the chapter, if they are already members, and not to initiate sure that student has earned a 1.75 (which
is the type of grade
any who are not. But that avoids the issue instead of meeting widely used by
certain of our faculty) and not a 1.50. The
it; that is protecting self instead of playing a useful role at a truth is, he cannot.
What he might evaluate as a 1 paper one
time of national need. But the problem will be simplified by day he might give a 2
the next. But when the student's sevour refusing to initiate men before they enter the service, if eral grades are at
last
averaged to give a 2 final grade, is it
there is no sufficient opportunity to indoctrinate them with the not important for us to consider
that perhaps a 1.5 might have
meaning of fraternity membership.
been more accurate, might have opened various opportunities
There is another solution which constitutes the finest chalto him, and spared him much discomfort?
lenge that the fraternities could have, and which, if developed
Grades, then, are overemphasized.
But what of the subto its full, will bring out all the inherent strength of the frater? Why not classify the student either satisfactory or
stitution
nity concept. That is, to bring every available alumnus of
unsatisfactory (passing or failing) and accompany the grade
characer and understanding back to the chapter; let them balwith
the faculty member's frank appraisal of the student and
ance with their own maturity and experience the immaturity
work ? True, such a plan would be impractical if not imhis
of the chapter; let them hold out the hand of brotherhood to
possible in
the men who return, helping them to recapture their normal of tomorrowthe university classroom of 70 or 80, but the school
will have no such classes. At the end of each term,
outlook and to recover from the hurt of savagery. Then the
and instructor would meet for a consultation, the
the
student
reaction on the younger element in the chapter will be magnificent, and the fraternity will acquire new meaning for the men instructor reading the student his report, and elaborating upon
it. This "common touch" would certainly better the student-facult- y
who have returned from war. The interaction of such a rerelationship we hear so much about, and would be inlationship will result in a dynamic spirit which will make our
finitely more effective than had the professor merely sent a
fraternities a living force in the lives of their members. And
puzzling A, B, C, D, or 1, 2, 3, 4 to the student leaving him to
that is what our founders intended.
The fate of our fraternities rests with the alumni. They divine its significance.
There are problems the school that abolishes grades will
only can in the next few years do the things that must be done
have
to face, and there is much to be said for both sides. It is
if the fraternities are to survive. If they have any pride in
to
be
hoped that another Student-Facult- y
meeting will be held
what has been achieved in the name of their fraternities, if
at
the
beginning of the next term, as proposed by President
they value at all what they themselves have got out of their
Chalmers. This question, certainly, is one that might well be
(Continued on page 3)
considered by the group.
m

X-CHANG-

ES

Mitchell, S.D.

A number

of

"Psychological Abstracts," recently published by theAmeri-caPsychological Association, reports the finding of
Dr. Earle Edward Emme,
Dean of Dakota Wesleyan
"Effective
on
University
Teaching in a Post-wa- r
World." Dr. Emme made a
study of the factors influencing student attitudes. His
findings revealed that:
1. College students
did not
change their minds on certain controversial issues
very much.
2. Students usually become
more liberal as they progress from the freshman to
the senior year.
3. The influence of the teacher is more influential than
course material, confirming other attitude researches and studies.
4. Factual course material,
especially of a scientific
nature, is more significant
in student attitude change
than mere information.
5. Specific instruction reduces
n

specific beliefs more than
any other one factor.
6. The final conclusion was
that lesson planning, clearly outlined course obje-

and factual material
enter as specifically into

ctives,

the

post-wa-

r

planning

program as they do
other college courses.

m

OCTOBER

26," 1944

By

JOHN HARTMAN

The advent of two games with Capital University following the team's defeat at the hands of Otterbein brought
the prospect of victory to the members of the team. . . .
e
series presented a Kenyon team
The first of this
potent
a
opponent. It is futile for anymore
against
pitted
to the field at Columbus as
argue
Lords
took
the
that
one to
upon
Coach Lang's grid-der- s
basing
favorite,
statistics.
this
a
and, as a result,
were outweighed, less experienced
were outplayed.
A second Capital touchdown extremely early in the third
quarter caused a serious breakdown of Kenyon morale . . .
At this point tackling became more erratic, blocking apd
state, and a weary Kenyon eleven
proached the
At the final
began its bitter fight against the time clock
gun the Purple and White retired from the field thoroughly
convinced of the ability of the Capital eleven.
The second Capital game at Benson Bowl, although the
score may not have indicated it, was an entirely different
story . . . The first half, excluding several Capital passes
which were complete for several long gains, was a close
two-gam-

half-hearte-

...

fight . . . Our forward wall performed excellently and the
Capital line bucks failed to materialize. The yardage gained

the Lutherans on end sweeps and reverses was held

at a

minimum by our flank men . . . Faulty Kenyon pass defense
allowed Capital receivers to cross our goal stripe twice for
The remainder of the game witnessed adtwelve points.
ditional scoring on Capital's part.

Outstanding in this second Capital game was the line
The linemen continually broke thru to
play of Kenyon.
On offense the line
rush the opposition's passing attack
plugged them
opened holes but speedy Capital backers-u- p
time and again . . . As in the initial Capital encounter,
brawn and experience proved to be the deciding factors in
the outcome of the game.

...

The Capital gridders are to be complimented on their fine
sportsmanship (a large number of their players were
.
They played a fine clean game and credit
must be given them for their victories.
pre-theologia-

ns)

Kenyon Defeated Second Time By Capital
revamped Kenyon formation battled against a powerful
wing last Saturday, Oct. 21, at Benson Bowl.
Unfortunately, the Lutheran assemblage trampled over the underdog Kenyon eleven. Play after play the Lords battered the
Capital lines, but to no avail. The Lords made only 3 first
downs, which were attributed to our passing attack . . . one
of the few bright spots of the game for Kenyon.
The other
bright spot was the stalwart play of the Purple and White's
line.
All of Capital's long gains were made around the ends
inspectacular reverse plays or by passes. Aside from these
two items, the last Capital engagement was indeed a sad one
for Kenyon.
Injuries of our players continually hampered and impeded
the forward march toward the Capital goal.
In addition to
this factor, the consistency of the Lutherans passing attack
increased to such an extent that the Purple and White were
trailing by 19-- 0 at the half.
The third and fourth quarters were marked by the Kenyon
determination that the Capital eleven would not score again.
But they were unable to hold completely and Capital managed
to make one more marker before the final whistle. This
brought the score to 25-- 0 and it is with that score that the
game ended.
Regardless of the final score, which does not clearly reflect
the game that was played, the Kenyon team need not feel
ashamed. They performed notably throughout the game, and
except for occasional (but fatal) lapses of alert defense the
game was much more even than might be imagined. The center
of the line, which had been noticably weak in the first Capital
The passers were
game, held like a solid wall of granite.
rushed continuously.
The unfortunate part (for Kenyon) was
that when Capital passes did connect they went for long gains
or for touchdowns.
A

Capital single

r
World
(Continued from page 2)
g
of youth has any meanifraternity experience, if the
ng for them, now is the time to rally and to fight for the
strengthening of these ties. This is not a call to contribute to
the aggrandizement of an organizaion, but a plea to help to
salvage the youth of the country which has been ready to make
the supreme sacrifice for our way of living and thinking. No
No fraternity
man could ask for a worthier undertaking.
could take more effective measures of constructive service than
to begin at once to single out available alumni who will rise to
that opportunity.

Fraternities and the
well-bein-

PAGE

Lords Suffer Second
Defeat of Season

CANDID COMMENTS

by

COLLEGIAN

KENYON

THREE

INTRAMURAL
RIFLE MATCH

AROUND THE TOWN
Intramural competion in
By FRED PALMER
The grtater portion of the rifle shooting was again open
first quarter saw Kenyon des- this fall from October 16 to
Coach Bill Lange and Bud
perately fighting to start its 21st. Although the entire
school
in
was
not
represented
Hughes
father have become
offensive rolling against a
this
match,
race
the
for
quite
the
friendly.
Mr. and Mrs.
stubborn Capital eleven. Durclose
a
first
three
position
was
Lange
Mr.
and
and Mrs.
ing this period Kenyon never
divione.
The
points
were
seen
each
Hughes
for
at
the bar
penetrated beyond its own 40
sion
were
by
Alcove
the
determined
at
the
Capital
the
after
yard line. Fumbling by both
teams and a punting duel be- two targets with highest game enjoying sundaes, or
tween Kenyon's Allen and scores. Results ase as fol- was it before dinner wine.
Fd Young entertained his
Cap's Susil highlighted the lows :
initial quarter. The period Independents .... 93 93186 father and mother during the
93 91184 weekend. They are certainly
ended with the Cap's running Delta Phi
91 91182
Sigma
Kappa
wonderful people. Mrs. Young
attack clicking. Registering Phi
91
Upsilon
Psi
90181 "claims" to be the oldest livfour consecutive first downs.
The four first downs set up Delta Tau Delta 87 83170 ing alumni of Harcourt. We
think that "one of the nicest"
the "Cap" eleven only a foot
Leaders of groups respecfrom pay dirt. Range plunged tively: Golden (93), Kaichen should be used instead of oldest. And we are not joking,
over on a quarterback sneak. (93), Hoffman (91),
y
is.
Keck attempted to kick the
(91), Taggart (87). as she
Dean
and Mrs Brown asked
extra point, but failed.
the N. W. Rahmings over for
Kenyon's offensive keg was
dinner and bridge the other
Football Rally
ignited with a fake pass by
night. Dean Brown "failed to
Allen which gained 15 yards.
show" and Dr. Timberlake
A
football
rally
the
for
Then a pass from Allen to
was asked to sit in. The fact
Hartman conected, and the Capital game was held the is that Dean Brown was very
Lords got under way for their night before the big day busy in a meeting, and had
first and only T.D. Hughes Saturday, October 21. All been optimistic, as to what
carried the ball magnificently freshmen had labored hard to what time it would break up.
for 19 yards on an
build the tower of wood for Business before pleasure is
play. The Lord's came within
the fire and guard it till the tough some times.
5 yards of a touchdown, were
Miss Pat Raufer, guest at
n
right time. But wily
penalized for too many timePalmer's for several
the
waited until 8 o'outs, and on third down a
weeks, has returntd to Clevepass was attempted which did- clock Friday night, an hour land.
When one friendly
n't click. However, on the before the rally was to begin, freshman asked her, "Are you
next down Allen dropped back when they stole out of Hanna going to sign up for any
and heaved a 22 yard pass to Hall under cover of darkness, courses?", she decided that it
Marshall who caught the ball and ignited the 15 foot bonfire was time to leave. It is abhigh in the air on the goal with a crudely fashioned ther- solutely untrue that I paid the
line. Two "Caps" tackled him mite bomb. Luckily a frosh freshman to say such a thing.
at this moment and knocked saw the starting blaze and
Fiske Dillinger, '44, was on
him over. Allen miss the point rang the bell which summoned
the campus last weekend. He
after touchdown.
the remainder of the freshmen tried very hard to talk several
The second half Capital class.
of the men into joining the
Fire extinguishers, pails of American Field Service. Perlaunched an onslaught of T.
D.'s against the listless Lord's sand, and 2 fire hoses were haps he may have succeeded,
team. All spirit and fight brought to bear upon the but so far no one has left.
seemed to disappear entirely flames. In about 40 minutes Fiske left Dean Brown in
from the Gambier boys. In the blaze was out. By that charge of recruiting.
time the hour had come for
quick succession Kenyon's oprally to begin. After many
the
ponents hammered and passed
attempts to start it
futile
their way to three touchdowns
Contribute to the
burning
again, the tower finalto emerge victor on the long
WAR FUND
end of a 26-- 6 final count. One ly caught fire.
A
followed
dance
snake
of the compensations for the
scattered Kenyon fans was after which the group broke
Ray Ferrel's amazing kick in up, dispersed by the team
McMillen & Co.
the last few minutes of the manager, Jim Dandelles, who
made sure that the players
SPORTING GOODS
game.
PAINT
WALLPAPER
for the next day were in bed
Gra-bowsk-

off-tack- le

upper-classme-

Kenyon
Young
Dunlap
Stewart
Palmer
Koehler
Roberts
Hartman
J'Anthony
Hughes
Marshall
Allen

Pos.

Capital

L.E.
L.T.
L.G.
C.
R.G.
R.T.
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PRESIDENT
SPECULATORS
DELIVERS SERMON
HEAR BENTLEY
on
President G. K. Chalmers
The "Speculators" met
A brief but especially interesting lecture on the Physical October 22 in the Phi Kappa delivers the sermon, Sunday
Sciences was delivered by Dr. Sigma parlor to hear Dr. Eric morning October 22 at the
E. H. Johnson at the regular Bentley's informal lecture on Church of the Holy Spirit
Freshman lecture period, "Hero Worship". Dr. Bentley
The sermon was motivated
Thursday, October 12.
most
world's
by the announcement of the
examined the
Dr. Johnson began his lecheroes down last Collegian of a forthcomture with his own definition of successful
ages
from Caesar ing poll as to the opinion of
the
through
He
the Physical Sciences.
showlooking
Hitler,
and
the student body in regard to
called them "a way of
to Napoleon
to
proceeded
at life," and
ing how ersatz religions grew the compulsory chapel rehistory.
early
of
their
speak
quirements. President Chalabout them.
"Records of the rise of techin
present,
mers proceeded to reveal that
Among those
nology of Physical Sciences
memclub
to
regular
addition
education went hand in hand
are available from the old
Mrs. H. F.
were
bers,
with religion. Without being
Stone Age," he said, "when
N. W. Rahming,
Mrs.
dogmatic, he pursued the subman had only two distinguishChalmers and
President
and
ing factors to mark him above
ject with concrete examples
guests.
other animals: his brain caWith this meeting, the and excerps from the Book of
pacity (capability of thought) "Speculators"
concluded their Proverbs.
and his hand, both valuable
activities for the term, lookThe sermon was extremely
tools."
interto
further
forward
ing
interesting as it dealt with a
"The perfection of manuunnext
term
sesions
esting
subject which has been on the
and other
factured hand-mad-e
guidance of program mind of every Kenyon man
der
the
wise continued unabated
Alan Hauk.
for quite some time.
through the ages till about the director
Christian era of the Middle
Ages. This was a period of BOOTIES DISPLAYED
ASSEMBLY
DR. JOHNSON
STRESSES SCIENCE

Stro-hecke- r,

,

stagnation for sciences
frought with superstition.
However, progress was made
in the fields of literature and
art.
We can think of the Middle
Ages as a germinating period,
however, for great progress
cropped out at its close. This
the
was due to one factor

cooperation of experimenters.
Before this time those who
worked with the sciences even
the psuedo sciences, astrology,
alchemy, etc. worked in 'secrecy for fear of being supposed in league with the devil.
About the 16 th Century
many organizations were being formed among which are
some still in existence, witness
the Royal Society of London.
These societies did much to
further science in general.
"In the 1890's," said Dr.
Johnson, "most scientists believed the day of new discoveries over. Yet we have seen

'

great progress

during

our

own time. Never will we make
the same error again. The future of science holds all sorts
of new discoveries in store."
Dr. Johnson wound up his
lecture with an appeal to
every student to keep up with
the scientific world whether
by reading or courses of

AT ASSEMBLY

Fiske Dillinger

BROWN TO

Recounts Exploits
The International Relations
President Chalmers a
Club had the rare privilege of
today that following hearing the thrilling account
a Faculty resolution calling of one of Kenyon's sons, Fiske
for the appointment of "A Dillinger, cum laude graduate
faculty adviser for returned the American Field Service;
to facilitate he serves as both ambulance
service men
driver and stretcher bearer.
their readustment to college Dilinger, cum laude graduate
and to help in the selection of of Kenyon '44, has been with
such courses as will best meet the Field Service since the
the individual requirements of Fall of '43.
each man," he has made a
Dillinger experienced nine
temporary appointment of months of service with the
Dean Brown. At present the British 8th Army in Italy.
leave, he is
Veterans' problem involves a Now home on sick
to return to the front
planning
good many administrative
in less than a month.
matters and a great many arrangements both with the
Veterans Bureau and within
the College. Once a consider- town
able number of Veterans reMcGregor
turn to College, it is expected
that these arrangements will
EXCLUSIVE AT
have become somewhat standardized and that a faculty adviser similar to faculty advisers for majors will be ap120 S. MAIN
pointed to succeed Dean
COUNCIL VETERANS
n-noun-

ced

...

varsity

WORLEY'S

The assembly of Tuesday,
The Reverend G. H. Jones, October 24, was again conBrown.
Kenyon '30 and Bexley '32, ducted by President Chalmers.
delivered a travel talk in the His talk was divided into two
parts: 1. Some subjective
assembly of Thursday, Oct
PATRONIZE THE
17th. The subject, "By Dog comments on the current poADVERTISERS
Team in Alaska," was graph- litical situation. 2. Explanaconditions
domestic
of
tions
through
a
ically illustrated
Quality Products
display of Alaskan apparal at Kenyon and resulting probCompliments of
and a map of "Seward's Ice- lems.
2
2
STORES
box," drawn on a table cloth
First, he stated some facts
SCOTT FURNITURE CO.
West Cor. Public Square
belonging to Mr. Jones' wife. which were influencing him in
128 South Main St.
5 So. Main Street
Although travel alks are the coming national election.
PHONE 1367
interesting in these times the "It was," he said, quoting
assemblies should be concernTime, "a matter of holding
ed with more serious and imyour nose and voting for RooWILSON'S HOME MARKET & RESTAURANT
portant subjects. The stu- sevelt, or closing your eyes
Phone 2533 Gambier
dent body can easily secure and voting for Dewey." He
ICE CREAM
FOODS
LUNCHEONS
amusement elsewhere than in then concluded the national
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
regular assemblies.
portion of his talk, informing
the students of his choice of
Dewey. (Ed. not: Not a very
Ed Chamberlain to
farsighted choice.)
New Mexico
The second section of his
was less flaunting but no
talk
N.
Lieutenant Edward
less
interesting,
as it hit home
Chamberlain, formerly a stuPhone 900
24 Hour Service
to
most
of
body.
the
student
dent of Kenyon College, has
Our Service is the Best Possible
reported for duty at the Carls- He elucidated the discension
evidenced in the students
bad Army Air Field, CarlsUnder Wartime Conditions
bad, New Mexico. Chamber- which is enlarged upon elselain was commissioned No- where in this issue. He conR. PR1BBLE, MGR.
cluded the assembly with the
vember 30, 1942, upon completion of cadet training at hope that it would soon be
possible for all to forget this
Chicago, 111.
period of unrest.

study, for omnipresent nature
is too important to be
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CORRECTIONS
1. The Collegian tenders
apoligies to all those who were
taken aback at the gross misspelling of their names in the
last issue.
2. The report of a Speculators meeting to be presided
over by Professor Timberlake
was mistaken. The meeting
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